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Abstract— A humanoid robot under real-world environments
usually hears mixtures of sounds, and thus three capabilities are
essential for robot audition; sound source localization, separa-
tion, and recognition of separated sounds. We have adopted
the missing feature theory (MFT) for automatic recognition
of separated speech, and developed the robot audition system.
A microphone array is used along with a real-time dedicated
implementation of Geometric Source Separation (GSS) and a
multi-channel post-filter that gives us a further reduction of
interferences from other sources. The automatic speech recog-
nition based on MFT recognizes separated sounds by generating
missing feature masks automatically from the post-filtering step.
The main advantage of this approach for humanoid robots
resides in the fact that the ASR with a clean acoustic model can
adapt the distortion of separated sound by consulting the post-
filter feature masks. In this paper, we used the improved Julius as
an MFT-based automatic speech recognizer (ASR). The Julius
is a real-time large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
(LVCSR) system. We performed the experiment to evaluate our
robot audition system. In this experiment, the system recognizes
a sentence, not an isolated word. We showed the improvement
in the system performance through three simultaneous speech
recognition on the humanoid SIG2.

Index Terms— automatic missing feature mask generation,
missing feature theory, continuous speech recognition, robot
audition

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing demands for symbiosis of humans and
robots, humanoid robots are increasingly expected to possess
perceptual capabilities similar to humans. In particular, audi-
tory function is essential for social interaction, because verbal
communication is important for humans. Unfortunately, cur-
rent speech recognition technology, which usually assumes
a single sound source is present, does not suppose to be
used in real-world environments on a robot. When confronted
with a mixture of sounds, three main capabilities are essential
for robot audition; sound source localization, separation, and
recognition of the separated sounds. While the first two are
often addressed, the last one has not been studied as much.

A conventional approach used in human-robot interaction
is to use microphones near the speaker’s mouth to collect only

the desired speech. Kismet of MIT has a pair of microphones
with pinae, but a human partner still uses a microphone
close to the speaker’s mouth [1]. A group communication
robot, Robita of Waseda University, assumes that each human
participant uses a headset microphone [2].

The improvement of noise-robustness in automatic speech
recognition (ASR) has been studied, in particular, in the
AURORA project [3]. In order to realize noise-robust speech
recognition, multi-condition training (training on a mixture
of clean speech and noises) has been studied [4], [5]. This
is currently the most common method for car and telephony
applications. Because an acoustic model obtained by multi-
condition training reflects all expected noises in specific
conditions, ASR’s use of the acoustic model is effective as
long as the noise is stationary. This assumption holds well
for background noises in a car and on a telephone. However,
multi-condition training may not be effective for robots, since
they usually work under dynamically changing noisy envi-
ronment. Under such conditions, the missing feature theory
(MFT) is often used as an alternative method [6].

In this paper, we adopt MFT to realize a robot audition
which has a capability of recognizing continuous speech
faster. In previous work [7], we developed the method of
computing a missing feature mask only from the data avail-
able to the robot in a real environment, that is automatic
missing feature mask generation. However, our ASR which
was constructed by using the CASA Toolkit CTK [6] has two
limitations as follows:

One is that the reported ASR has dealt with only isolated
word recognition. We realize large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition (LVSCR) of simultaneous speech signals
by using automatic missing feature mask generation. ASR
usually uses an acoustic model, a language model, and a
dictionary. In the isolated word recognition, a language model
is simple and does not include relationships between words.
In LVCSR, a language model needs relationships between
words, and is implemented as a grammar or N-gram. LVCSR
depends on not only an acoustic model but a language model.
However, the reported CTK based ASR does not support the
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Fig. 1. Overview of the system

N-gram language model. The other is that the system was not
sufficiently fast although real-time processing is essential for
human robot interaction.

Therefore, we improve Julius which is a real-time LVCSR
system to be able to have a function of automatic missing
feature mask generation based on MFT.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides an overview of the proposed recognition system.
Section III details the multi-channel post-filter. Section IV
detailed the basis of speech recognition using the missing
feature theory. Section V explains how the missing feature
mask is computed. Section VI provides an experiment for
evaluating automatic missing feature mask generation, and
Section VII provides a conclusion and future work.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The speech recognition system, as shown in Figure 1, is
composed of four parts:

1) Linear separation of the sources, implemented as a
variant of the Geometric Source Separation (GSS) al-
gorithm;

2) Multi-channel post-filtering of the separated output;
3) Computation of the missing feature mask from the post-

filter output;
4) Speech recognition using the separated audio and the

missing feature mask.
A sound source separation based on Independent Compo-

nent Analysys (ICA) is fine, however, GSS is adopted since
a processing speed of GSS is fast and GSS allows changes
of number of sound sources. The microphone array used is
composed of a number of omni-directional elements mounted
on the robot. We assume that these sources are detected and
localized by an algorithm such as [8] (our approach is not
specific to any localization algorithm).

A. Source Separation

The source separation stage consists of a linear separation
based on the Geometric Source Separation (GSS) approach
proposed by Parra and Alvino [9]. It is modified so as to
provide faster adaptation using stochastic gradient and shorter
time frames estimations [10].

B. Multi-channel post-filter

The initial separation using GSS is followed by a multi-
channel post-filter that is based on a generalization of beam-
former post-filtering [11], [10] for multiple sources. This post-
filter uses adaptive spectral estimation of background noise
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Fig. 2. Overview of the post-filter.
Xn(k, �), n = 0 . . . N−1: Microphone inputs, Ym(k, �), m = 0 . . . M−1:
Inputs to the post-filter, Ŝm(k, �) = Gm(k, �)Ym(k, �), m = 0 . . . M −1:
Post-filter outputs.

and interfering sources to enhance the signal produced during
the initial separation. The main idea resides in the fact that,
for each source of interest, the noise estimate is decomposed
into stationary and transient components assumed to be due to
leakage between the output channels of the initial separation
stage.

C. Missing Feature Mask Computation

The multi-channel post-filter is not only useful for reducing
the amount of interference in the separated sounds. It also
provides useful information concerning the amount of noise
present at a certain time, at a particular frequency. Hence,
we use the post-filter to estimate a missing feature mask
that indicates how reliable each spectral feature is when
performing recognition.

D. Recognition

For speech recognition, we used CTK, which is based
on the missing feature theory. CTK does not yet support
statistical language models, we use isolated word recognition
only. However, in this paper, we used the improved Julius,
which is detailed in Section IV-D. Though CTK does not
support stochastic language models, Julius does.

III. MULTI-CHANNEL POST-FILTER

In order to enhance the output of the GSS algorithm, we
derive a frequency-domain post-filter that is based on the
optimal estimator originally proposed by Ephraim and Malah
[12]. Several approaches to microphone array post-filtering
have been proposed in the past. Most of these post-filters
address reduction of stationary background noise [13], [14].
Recently, a multi-channel post-filter taking into account non-
stationary interferences was proposed by Cohen [11]. The
novelty of our approach resides in the fact that, for a given
channel output of the GSS, the transient components of the
corrupting sources are assumed to be due to leakage from
the other channels during the GSS process. Furthermore, for
a given channel, the stationary and the transient components
are combined into a single noise estimator used for noise
suppression, as shown in Figure 2.

For this post-filter, we consider that all interferences (ex-
cept the background noise) are localized (detected by the



localization algorithm) sources and we assume that the leak-
age between channels is constant. This leakage is due to
reverberation, localization error, differences in microphone
frequency responses, near-field effects, etc.

Section III-A describes the estimation of noise variances
that are used to compute the weighting function Gm by which
the output Ym of the separation algorithm (LSS) is multiplied
to generate a cleaned signal whose spectrum is denoted Ŝm.

A. Noise estimation

The noise variance estimation λm(k, �) is expressed as:

λm(k, �) = λstat.
m (k, �) + λleak

m (k, �) (1)

where λstat.
m (k, �) is the estimate of the stationary component

of the noise for source m at frame � for frequency k, and
λleak

m (k, �) is the estimate of source leakage.
We compute the stationary noise estimate λstat.

m (k, �) using
the Minima Controlled Recursive Average (MCRA) technique
proposed by Cohen [15].

To estimate λleak
m we assume that the interference from

other sources is reduced by a factor η (typically −10 dB ≤
η ≤ −5 dB) by the LSS. The leakage estimate is thus
expressed as:

λleak
m (k, �) = η

M−1∑
i=0,i �=m

Zi(k, �) (2)

where Zm(k, �) is the smoothed spectrum of the mth source,
Ym(k, �), and is recursively defined (with αs = 0.7) as:

Zm(k, �) = αsZm(k, � − 1) + (1 − αs)Ym(k, �) (3)

B. Suppression rule in the presence of speech

We now derive the suppression rule under H1, the hypoth-
esis that speech is present. From here on, unless otherwise
stated, the m index and the � arguments are omitted for clarity
and the equations are given for each m and for each �.

The proposed noise suppression rule is based on minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) estimation of the spectral ampli-
tude in the loudness domain, |X(k)|1/2. The choice of the
loudness domain over the spectral amplitude or log-spectral
amplitude [12] is motivated by better results obtained using
this technique, mostly when dealing with speech presence
uncertainty (Section III-C).

The loudness-domain amplitude estimator is defined by:

Â(k) = (E [|S(k)|α |Y (k) ])
1
α = GH1(k) |Y (k)| (4)

where α = 1/2 for the loudness domain and GH1(k) is the
spectral gain assuming that speech is present.

The spectral gain for arbitrary α is derived from Equation
13 in [12]:

GH1(k) =

√
υ(k)

γ(k)

[
Γ

(
1 +

α

2

)
M

(
−α

2
; 1;−υ(k)

)] 1
α

(5)

where M(a; c;x) is the confluent hypergeometric function,

γ(k) � |Y (k)|2 /λ(k) and ξ(k) � E
[
|S(k)|2

]
/λ(k) are

respectively the a posteriori SNR and the a priori SNR. We
also have υ(k) � γ(k)ξ(k)/ (ξ(k) + 1) [?].

The a priori SNR ξ(k) is estimated recursively as:

ξ̂(k, l) = αpG
2
H1

(k, � − 1)γ(k, � − 1)
+ (1 − αp)max {γ(k, �) − 1, 0} (6)

using the modifications proposed in [15] to take into account
speech presence uncertainty.

C. Optimal gain modification under speech presence uncer-
tainty

In order to take into account the probability of speech
presence, we derive the estimator for the loudness domain:

Â(k) = (E [Aα(k)|Y (k)])
1
α (7)

Considering H1, the hypothesis of speech presence for
source m, and H0, the hypothesis of speech absence, we
obtain:

E[Aα(k)|Y(k)] = p(k)E [Aα(k)|H1, Y (k)]
+ [1−p(k)]E[Aα(k)|H0,Y(k)] (8)

where p(k) is the probability of speech at frequency k.
The optimally modified gain is thus given by:

G(k) =
[
p(k)Gα

H1
(k) + (1 − p(k))Gα

min

] 1
α (9)

where GH1(k) is defined in (5), and Gmin is the minimum
gain allowed when speech is absent. Unlike the log-amplitude
case, it is possible to set Gmin = 0 without running into
problems. For α = 1, this leads to:

G(k) = p(k)GH1(k) (10)

Setting Gmin = 0 means that there is no arbitrary limit
on attenuation. Therefore, when the signal is certain to be
non-speech, the gain can tend toward zero. This is especially
important when the interference is also speech since, unlike
stationary noise, residual babble noise always results in mu-
sical noise.

The probability of speech presence is computed as:

p(k) =
{

1 +
q̂(k)

1 − q̂(k)
(1 + ξ(k)) exp (−υ(k))

}−1

(11)

where q̂(k) is the a priori probability of speech presence for
frequency k and is defined as:

q̂(k) = 1 − Plocal(k)Pglobal(k)Pframe (12)

where Plocal(k), Pglobal(k) and Pframe are defined in [15]
and correspond respectively to a speech measurement on the
current frame for a local frequency window, a larger frequency
and for the whole frame.



IV. CONTINUOUS SPEECH RECOGNITION BASED ON

MISSING FEATURE THEORY

A. Feature for Missing Feature Theory

Since Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) is not
appropriate for recognizing separated sounds from simultane-
ous speech signals, we use spectral features that are obtained
to apply Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to MFCCs.
The detailed flow of calculation is as follows:

1) 16 bit acoustic signals sampled by 16kHz are analyzed
by FFT with 400 points of window and 160 frame shift
to obtain spectrum..

2) Spectrogram is analyzed by Mel-scale filter bank to
obtain Mel-scale spectrum of 24th order.

3) Mel-scale spectrum of 24th order is converted to log-
energies.

4) The log Mel-scale spectrum is converted by DCT to the
Cepstrum.

5) The Cepstrum is normalized by Cepstral Mean Subtrac-
tion.

6) The normalized Cepstrum of 24th order is converted to
the spectral domain by Inverse DCT.

7) The features are differentiated in the time domain.
Thus, we obtain 24 spectral features and their first-order
differentiation.

The reason why we use Log-Mel-scale spectrum is to remove
multiplicative noises caused by microphone distortion or
transmission distortion. MFCC is obtained by removing the
current components after the step of 5), but this removal does
not allow inverse operations.

B. Missing Feature Masks

Automatic generation of missing feature masks needs in-
formation about which spectral parts of a separated sound
are distorted. This kind of information may be obtained by
a sound source separation system. We use the post-filter
gains as reference data to generate a missing feature mask
automatically. Since we use a feature vector of 48 spectral-
related features, the missing feature mask is a vector of 48
corresponding features. Each element of a vector represents
the reliability of each feature. The value may be binary (1,
reliable, or 0, unreliable) or continuous between 0 and 1. In
this paper, we used a binary missing feature mask.

C. Missing Feature Theory Based ASR

Missing Feature Theory based ASR is a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based recognizer, which is commonly used by
most ASRs. The difference is only in the decoding process.
In conventional ASR systems, estimation of a path with
maximum likelihood is based on state transition probabilities
and output probability in HMM. In the case of missing feature
based recognition, estimation of the output probability is
different from conventional ASR systems.

Let o(x|S) be the output probability of feature vector x in
state S. The output probability is defined by

o(x|S) =
L∑

l=1

P (l|S) exp

{
N∑

i=1

M(i) log f(xi|l, S)

}
(13)

where L is the dimensionality of the Gaussian mixture, M(i)
is missing feature mask, f(xi|l, S) is the probability density
function of Gaussian distribution, and N is the dimensionality
of the feature.

D. Implementation

We used Julius which is a two-pass large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition decoder [16]. Various HMM
types are supported such as shared-state triphones and tied-
mixture models. Stochastic language models are supported. In
decoding, an ordered word bi-gram is used in the first pass,
and a reverse ordered word tri-gram is used in the second
pass.

We used modified Julius for MFT, which was called MFT-
based Julius. The only modified part is related to output
probability calculation. This output probability calculation
is detailed in Section IV-C. In reality, output probability is
calculated in log domain.

V. AUTOMATIC MISSING FEATURE MASK GENERATION

The missing feature mask is a matrix representing the
reliability of each feature in the time-frequency plane. More
specifically, this reliability is computed for each frame and
for each Mel-frequency band. This reliability can be either a
continuous value from 0 to 1, or a discrete value of 0 or 1.
In this paper, discrete masks are used.

It is worth mentioning that computing the mask in the Mel-
frequency bank domain means that it is not possible to use
MFCC features, since the effect of the DCT cannot be applied
to the missing feature mask.

We compute the missing feature mask by comparing the
input and the output of the multi-channel post-filter presented
in Section III. For each Mel-frequency band, the feature is
considered reliable if the ratio of the output energy over the
input energy is greater than a threshold T . The reason for this
choice is that it is assumed that the more noise present in a
certain frequency band, the lower the post-filter gain will be
for that band. The continuous missing feature mask m(k, i)
is thus computed as:

m(k, i) =
S(k, i) + BN(k, i)

Y (k, i)
(14)

where Y (k, i) and S(k, i) are respectively the post-filter input
and output energy for frame k, at Mel-frequency band i =
1, · · · , N

2 and BN(k, i) is the background noise estimate for
that band. The main reason for including the noise estimate
BN(k, i) in the numerator of equation (14) is that it ensures
that the missing feature mask equals 1 when no speech source



a) Spectrogram at post-filter output

b) Features extracted from post-filter output

c) Missing feature mask (white=reliable, black=unreliable)

Fig. 3. Missing feature mask computation. Figure b) shows static features in
the lower half, and delta features in the upper half. Figure c) shows missing
feature mask corresponding with Figure b).

is present. From the continuous mask m(k, i), we derive a
binary mask M(k, i) as:

M(k, i) =
{

1, m(k, i) > T
0, otherwise

(15)

where M(k, i) consists of the static mask (i = 1, · · · , N
2 ) and

the dynamic mask (i = N
2 +1, · · · , N ), and T is an arbitrary

threshold (we use T = 0.3). An example computation of the
mask is shown in Figure 3.

The missing feature mask for delta-features is computed
using the mask for the static features. The dynamic mask is
computed as:

M(k, i) = M(k − 2, j)M(k − 1, j)M(k + 1, j)M(k + 2, j)
(16)

where j = i − N
2 .

VI. EXPERIMENT

The proposed system is evaluated on the SIG2 humanoid
robot, on which an array of eight microphones is installed
(Figure 4). In order to test the system, three voices are
recorded simultaneously from loudspeakers placed two me-
ters away from the robot. The room size is 5m × 4m,
with a reverberation time of 0.3 – 0.4 sec. The room and
SIG2 are shown in Figure 5 Three loudspeakers are placed
at every 30 degrees, 60 degrees, and 90 degrees. In this
experiment the directions of arrival (DOAs) of the sound
sources are given to GSS in advance. We use combina-
tions of three different sentences selected from a set of
50 phonemically-balanced Japanese sentences. Examples of
these phonemically-balanced Japanese sentences are shown
in Table I.

Fig. 4. SIG 2
robot with eight mi-
crophones (two are oc-
cluded).

Fig. 5. The room where simultaneous speech
signals are recorded on SIG2.

TABLE I

EXAMPLES OF ATR PHONEMICALLY-BALANCED SENTENCES

Japanese

phoneme arayuru/geNjitsu/o/subete/jibuNno/ho:/e/nejimage/ta/no/da
English He distorted all the facts.
Japanese
phoneme iq/shu:kaN/bakari/nyu:yo:ku/o/shuzai/shi/ta
English I have been covering New York for about a week.

A. Acoustic Model for Speech Recognition

Even though many direction- and speaker-dependent acous-
tic models have been used in the past, we use only one
triphone-based acoustic model for this system. The acoustic
model is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and is
trained on clean speech. The acoustic model uses 3 states
and 8 Gaussians per mixture. ASJ Continuous Speech Cor-
pus (Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences) is used as a
training data. The training data includes utterance sets from
306 speakers (153 male and female each.) Each utterance
set consists of excerpts from the Mainichi Newspaper and
ATR 503 phonemically-balanced sentences. The training data
contains utterances of about 45,000 sentences as a whole with
all speakers reading about 150 sentences each.

B. Language Model for Speech Recognition

We used stochastic language models which is trained on
Japanese newspaper article sentences and ATR phonemically-
balanced sentences (ATRPBS). Two language models are used
for the experiment. One is trained on 50 ATR phonemically-
balanced sentences, which has a vocabulary of about 400
words. Another consists of the ATRPBS language model
and Mainichi Newspaper language model, and the Mainichi
Newspaper language model is provided by Continuous
Speech Recognition Consortium (CSRC). The composed lan-
guage model has a vocabulary of about 20,000 words.

C. Results

We present the word corrects of recognition results ob-
tained in various conditions. Our system recognized the
speech signals from each direction by using each language
model. The methods of recognizing three simultaneous speech
signals are as follows:
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Fig. 6. Word corrects with using a language model of ATR phonemically-
balanced sentence.
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Fig. 7. Word corrects with using a language model of Mainichi Newspaper
and ATR phonemically-balanced sentence.

1) Separated sounds are recognized by normal ASR, that
is Julius with using MFCC.

2) Separated sounds are recognized by normal ASR, that
is Julius with Log-Mel-Scale spectrum feature.

3) Separated sounds are recognized by MFT-based Julius
with Log-Mel-Scale spectrum feature.

The word corrects are shown in Figure 6. This figure contains
the word corrects in the case that a separated sound in each
direction are recognized.

In all cases, the results of our presented method outper-
forms the result of normal ASR. In case of ATRPBS language
model, an average of word corrects increases up to 53.0%. In
case of Mainichi Newspaper and ATRPBS language model,
an average of word corrects increases up to 36.5%. This
demonstrates that the MFT-based approach is more efficient
for ASR in robots than the usual approach based on MFCC.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the method of recognizing
simultaneous speech signals by integrating sound source
separation with microphone array and missing feature theory
based automatic speech recognition. For our robot audition
system to recognize not only a word but also a sentence faster,
we used MFT-based Julius. The experiments for evaluation
showed that our method worked better than normal ASR with
using MFCC.

As for processing speed, MFT-based Julius takes 373 sec-
onds to decode separated sounds of 315 seconds on Pentium 4

2.53 GHz Linux PC. In the case of normal Julius, it takes 314
seconds. Though MFT-based Julius is 84% as fast as normal
Julius, it is much faster than CTK. It is not fixed times of
computation that these methods require, however the methods
approximately require times of computation in proportion to
the length of processing speech. This platform is also easily
available, so the processing speed is practical.

The future work includes improvement of the performance
in recognizing simultaneous speech signals, and dealing with
moving speakers. By using the improved Julius for MFT, our
robot audition system had a capability of also recognizing
sentences. Since recognition performance however is not
sufficient in order to interact with humans, improvement
is necessary. In real environments, speakers are not always
stopping though we have dealt with only fixed speakers, or
the robot is sometimes moving. When the robot is moving, it
observes moving speakers relatively. That is why we should
deal with moving speakers.

Special thanks to Furui Lab. in Tokyo Institute of Technol-
ogy for allowing us to use the improved Julius.
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